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Abstract Recent research on cloud computing adoption
suggests the lack of a deep understanding of its benefits
by managers and organizations. We present a firm-level
cloud computing readiness metrics suite and assess its
applicability for various cloud computing service types.
We propose four relevant categories for firm-level adop-
tion readiness, including technology and performance, or-
ganization and strategy, economic and valuation, and reg-
ulatory and environmental dimensions. We further define
sub-categories and measures for each. Our evidence of the
appropriateness of the metrics suite is derived based on a
series of empirical cases developed from our project
work, which encompasses input from field interviews,
business press sources, industry white papers, non-
governmental organizations, and government agency
sources. We also assess how the application of the metrics
suite supports organizational users of cloud computing.
Keywords Adoptionreadiness .Cloudcomputing .Empirical
assessment . Managerial decision-making .Metrics suite .
Technology adoption
JEL Classification L86
BThe agility of [the] cloud enables businesses to get
products to market faster by joining up the different
parts of the development chain. Sectors such as
healthcare and financial services can connect customers
and influencers … to assess market needs and quickly
translate this into new ideas and … new products and
services.^
Rick Wright, Global Cloud Enablement Program Lead-
er, KPMG, 2013
BIt is not sufficient to consider only the potential value
of moving to cloud services. Agencies should make
risk-based decisions which carefully consider the readi-
ness of commercial or government providers to fulfill
their Federal needs. These can be wide-ranging, but
likely will include: security requirements, service and
marketplace characteristics, application readiness, gov-
ernment readiness, and program’s stage …^
Vivek Kundra, past-CIO of the United States, 2011
Introduction
Cloud computing services offer new technological capabilities
to support information technology (IT) services users and
enterprise clients. They simplify IT services acquisition,
support faster implementation, and offer flexibility for the
economic consumption of powerful software applications,
data management and infrastructure computing resources.
The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
NIST (2009) defines cloud computing as Ba model for en-
abling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction.^
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The concepts, types of services available, and the market-
place for cloud computing have been evolving. (See Table 3 in
Appendix A.) Initially, there were mainly three types of cloud
services: infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), platform-as-a-
service (PaaS), and software-as-a-service (SaaS) (Ludwig
2012). As the market developed, more diverse and customized
services became available to satisfy increasingly sophisticated
clients (Columbus 2015). The new services have included
business process-as-a-service (BPaaS) (Columbus 2012),
cloud advertising-as-a-service (CAaaS) (Gartner 2012), data
analytics-as-a-service (DAaaS) (Johnston 2015), data stor-
age-as-a-service (DSaaS) (Seagate 2015) and cloud manage-
ment-as-a-service (CMaaS). Some of these new services have
grown fast, all the way to the level of having a top share in the
cloud market. This change has led to the re-classification of
cloud services. For example, IBM (2015) now bundles IaaS
and PaaS together and views both as cloud platforms. IBM
also bundles BPaaS and SaaS together as cloud applications.
Recognizing the discrepant views about the classification
of cloud computing services, we adopted the categorization
for IBM’s Reference Architecture 2.0 and Gartner’s (2013)
classification, which positions BPaaS on the top of the other
three layers of IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS.
In 2012, InformationWeek published a commentary, enti-
tled: BHow should we measure clouds?^ (Croll 2013). The
author noted: B[We] need to … look at the business model.
From there, we can derive the relevant metrics …^ 1 The
approach that we will develop focuses on the issues that arise
around adoption decision-making: managers need to assess
cloud computing in terms of how it will support their busi-
nesses and create business value, while considering the uncer-
tainties and risks associated with its appropriation. This re-
search emphasizes issues that need to be addressed for service
type-specific assessment to show if a firm is ready for adop-
tion, and to increase firm-level awareness of value and risk
issues.
During the past 3 or 4 years, the Asia Cloud Computing
Association (ACCA 2014), a non-govern-mental organization
(NGO) representing the interests of stakeholders in the cloud
ecosystem in Asia, developed a country-level cloud readiness
index to assess the national penetration of cloud computing for
fourteen countries in the region. It categorized countries as
ever-ready leaders, dedicated improvers, and steady
developers. It used a survey of organizations in its member
countries to identify the things countries need to do to be
successful with cloud computing services adoption and busi-
ness value creation in their economies. Readiness measures
like these at the macro level support policy-making by guiding
the national development of cloud computing technology.
They do not serve this function at the organizational level
though. Cloud computing adoption decisions happen at a
more micro level – each organization makes the decision for
itself, based on all of its own differences and issues. This
creates a need for a somewhat more micro-level measurement
approach that is managerially useful. This motivates our re-
search, and we have the high-level objective of developing a
metrics suite to gauge the extent to which an organization, as
opposed to a country, is ready to adopt specific types of cloud
computing services. We aim to answer the following two re-
search questions:
(1) During the decision-making process for cloud comput-
ing adoption, what risks and uncertainties concern senior
managers the most, and what are the drivers and inhibi-
tors of adoption in their view?
(2) Will measures of risk and uncertainty enable an organi-
zation’s senior management to understand the issues re-
lated to value appropriation for four different types of
cloud services?
To answer these questions, we developed a metrics suite
that covers four different categories to help an organization to
assess its cloud adoption readiness. The interpretive discus-
sions that we offer touch on why there should be a metrics-
based evaluation process to help senior management to max-
imize the business value of cloud computing. This is the value
that can be appropriated by its constituents (Brandenburger
and Stuart 1996; Amit and Zott 2001).We emphasize the risks
and uncertainties that managers need to understand so value
appropriation will occur from the adoption of cloud services.
We identified four categories of factors that seem to matter
the most: technology and performance; economics and
valuation; organization and strategy; and regulatory and
environment. We also conducted a field study involving inter-
views with industry and government practitioners, white pa-
pers and consulting reports, the business press and Internet
sources, and the academic literature.2 Our sources characterize
the various contexts for different kinds of cloud computing
implementation and value creation in practical and academic
terms. These categories enable us to assess economic issues,
1 Discussants of a prior version of this research (Kauffman et al. 2014)
presented at the 2014 International Conference on the Economics of
Grids, Clouds, Systems and Services (GECON 2014) emphasized the
importance of adapting measurement approaches that tie in more closely
with the various cloud computing services for data storage, software,
infrastructure, data analytics, and so on. These comments encouraged
us to develop new results related to the different business models of cloud
computing in our own metrics suite work.
2 To distinguish our research from what is often seen in academic publi-
cations, we sought to create a balanced view through the use of non-
academic sources, in addition to the interactions and information from
our field study interviews. The benefit of working to triangulate a mean-
ingful set of findings that cuts across academic, industry and government
sources is that it brings retrospective assessments, current views and
prognostications of future outcome all to the present – to create valuable
insights into technology-induced firm and industry transformation.
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such as cost-benefit or vendor lock-in risks, or organizational
issues such as absorptive capacity for cloud computing and
senior management support for technology innovation. And
they give rise to uncertainty and risk that senior managers
perceive may harm the ability of the organization to appropri-
ate business value from cloud adoption.
In practice, the key insights that drive cloud computing
adoption decisions will vary across different types of cloud
computing services models. Each of them is likely to put the
organization in a somewhat different position relative to its
endogenous scope of control and responsibilities to achieve
the desired outcomes. Firms may be able to invest and shift
their practices to take advantage of specific aspects of a given
cloud computing service, but it is unlikely that they can do this
successfully without some intervening time lag. Thus, this will
make it hard to dismiss the uncertainties they experience in the
short term. In addition, it is likely that the exogenous maturity
of cloud computing in the market that a firm is considering to
buy cloud services from will also play a role. Ongoing devel-
opment of the niche will depend on vendor investments, mar-
ket adoption, and keeping up with the Bright^ technical solu-
tions. Another consideration is to the extent of an organiza-
tion’s specialized use of cloud computing services.3 These
considerations motivated us to investigate how the various
dimensions and measures in the four different categories of
the metrics suite should be weighted differently for the differ-
ent cloud services, according to their relevance and the essen-
tiality of the capabilities they measure.
The main contributions of this research are as follows.
(1) We offer a new theory-based metrics suite to support
senior managers at organizations that are considering
whether to adopt different types of cloud computing ser-
vices. The approach will help them to gain a greater
awareness of the key categories and dimensions that will
influence their organizations’ ability to create business
value through the use of new IT services approaches.
(2) Through a field study process to develop the metrics
suite, and its application to organizations that have
adopted different types of cloud services, we have dem-
onstrated new insights. They include the awareness that
management can gain through the use of the metrics
suite. We also learned about the shortcomings and limi-
tations of our proposal of how to gauge the risks,
uncertainties, and value appropriation from cloud com-
puting. We have noted some areas that can be improved
upon.
(3) By obtaining the kinds of insights and experience that we
have in the organizational cloud services arena, it be-
comes possible for managers to consider the potential
limits to the value of cloud computing in their organiza-
tions (Davern and Kauffman 2000).
This article has seven sections. The Background section
comes next and gives an overview of the relevant literatures.
The ResearchMethodology section provides the details of our
research methodology, emphasizing the theoretical and
industry-focused inquiry as the bases for our design of the
readiness metrics suite. It gives information on our interview
respondents, the instrument that we used to acquire responses
in the interviews, and the kinds of documents and evidence we
acquired for the cases. We offer sufficient detail on the reader,
so our assessment of its strengths and weaknesses will be
understood from the academic and industry viewpoints. The
Metrics Suite section covers the development of metrics to
gauge the relative importance of the different dimensions.
We offer it as a basis for supporting strategic decisions in an
organization related to cloud computing adoption, as opposed
to a decision support system that gives Byes / no^ answers on
whether a firm should adopt. Its emphasis is on qualitative
assessment, rather than quantitative assessment, and is specif-
ically laid out to support senior management’s developing
thinking of when their organization will see assurances of
payoffs from the cloud that are likely to outweigh the risks
to which adopting firms are subjects.
Then, the section on Empirical Evidence presents the cases
and the related exploratory empirical results related to them.
We illustrate the application of our metrics suite to learn about
the issues in four representative case contexts. It also evaluates
the validity and usefulness of the metrics suite. In the penul-
timate section on the Business Value of Cloud Computing, we
propose several propositions on how organizations will be
able to achieve high firm performance after adoption, by shar-
ing additional information and perspectives from our field
study. We close the article with a Concluding Discussion sec-
tion. It summarizes our findings, considers the decision-
makers’ use and the limitations of our approach, and suggests
some next steps for future research.
Background
We will begin by reviewing related literature on technology
and cloud computing adoption, and then present some back-
ground on the metrics suite approach and the knowledge
gained from it in other managerial domains.
3 When a client’s use of cloud computing is non-essential because the
new technology only supplements existing capabilities, versus when a
client relies on the technology to be essential for supporting the primary
outcomes of its business, the evaluation of the adoption decision is likely
to shift dramatically. For these reasons, we will draw on a variety of
aspects of different cloud computing services, including contrasts in the
architectural models, the current level of maturity of cloud services in the
marketplace, and the heterogeneous perceptions of uncertainty and risk
with respect to different cloud services of the potential adopting
organizations.
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Technology and cloud computing adoption
There are multiple main streams of research on cloud comput-
ing adoption: theory-oriented works by information systems
(IS) researchers, and practice-oriented solution-focused
studies by software management researchers.
Theory The literature suggests some key factors that push
forward or hold back adoption. A number of works focus in
the technology category. These include tech innovations that
enable cloud computing (Armbrust et al. 2010), flexibility,
infrastructure and standards (IBM 2009), architecture and sys-
tems design (Rimal et al. 2011), and information security
(Anthens 2010). These features help enterprises assess the
advantages over the risks and uncertainties of adoption
pertaining to technology advancement (Repschlaeger et al.
2013).
There is the organizational category, factors related to
technology adoption have been recognized too: the commit-
ment of senior management (Oshri et al. 2010), service quality
and partnerships (Grover et al. 1996), the extent to which an
organization promotes technological innovations (Hirschheim
et al. 2011), the organization’s absorptive capacity for new IT
projects and new technologies, and its IT governance process
(Mani et al. 2006; Carlo et al. 2012). Organizations’ aware-
ness of strategic opportunities and their different degrees of
absorptive capacity may affect their technology adoption de-
cisions also (Srinivasan et al. 2002), since they load on risk.
The economics category represents another aspect of any
explanatory or predictive approach to why firms push forward
or hold back adoption. This category includes factors such as
network effects and client installed base (Rodriguez 2012),
lock-in disadvantage and standards (Marston et al. 2011), in-
vestment decision-making under uncertainty (Benaroch et al.
2010), value appropriation and ROI (Alexander and Young
1996), ownership and information sharing (Kim and
Moskowitz 2010), and pricing (Ma and Kauffman 2014).
A final category is the environment. Theorists in strategic
management have long argued that firms adopt technologies
because of institutional pressures from constituencies in their
environment (Srinivasan et al. 2002). The related factors in-
clude industry differences and standards (Qu et al. 2011), data
privacy and information security (Breuning and Treacy 2009),
vendor and technology competition (Ross and Blumenstein
2013), and perceptions in the financial markets (Oh et al.
2006).
Practice There are two groups of practice-oriented studies.
One explores the practical reasons for cloud adoption.
Through interviews and questionnaire-based surveys, various
authors have reported critical areas of business practice that
are related to cloud adoption decision-making. These include
the study of adoption and governance (Borgman et al. 2013),
opportunities and ROI versus the risks (Merrill and Kang
2014), facilitators versus obstacles (Habib et al. 2012), client
selection of cloud services and vendors (Koehler et al. 2010),
and unexpected market entrants and regulations (SAP SAP
News 2014). The other group of studies provides quantitative
decision-making tools for managers related to technology and
cloud adoption. They cover areas such as cost-benefit analy-
sis, technology suitability and economic suitability analysis
(Khajeh-Hosseini et al. 2012). Other industry papers offer
suggestions on architectural and IT governance principles
for risk control (Cloud Security Cloud Security Alliance
2010), information security (Wright 2004), and implementa-
tion effectiveness (Cisco 2014). These reports are vendor-spe-
cific, offer technical details and specifics, and present issues
that practitioners face.
Cloud adoption decisions Both theory-based explanations of
cloud computing adoption and performance, and actionable
suggestions to help with technology use and business opera-
tions benefit organizational decision-makers. For example,
survey research studies on IT outsourcing (Ang and Straub
1998) and business process outsourcing (Lacity et al. 2011)
involve perceptual scales containing limited technical or eco-
nomic contents; instead, they are intended to aid in the qual-
itative aspects of decision-making and strategic planning.
Practice-oriented studies tend to focus on specific aspects,
such as the technological suitability of cloud computing
(The Open Group 2014) or migration guidance (Sutherland
and Chetty 2014). They reflect aspects of cloud computing
that are easily understood by senior ITmanagers and planners.
Thus, measures that capture firm changes in cloud adoption
readiness must incorporate the strengths and rigor of theory
and relevance of practice.
Characteristics and applications of the metrics suite
approach
Characteristics Individual measures are useful to provide
basic elements to assess performance in processes and
systems. When we bring together measures that represent
different aspects of performance, we refer to them as a
metrics suite.4 Managerial decision-making processes for
cloud computing adoption and migration are complicated,
4 This term, metrics suite, is used in engineering, software systems, and
business process management contexts. Metrics suites can capture and
quantify complex aspects of operational processes, help managers to
evaluate business performance, and enable them to make effective adjust-
ments and achieve desirable outcomes. In addition, metrics suites have
been used to create measurement approaches to capture quantitative and
financial performance, and qualitative and intangible organizational ca-
pacities (Kaplan and Norton 1996), measure interdependent aspects of
systems design in software development (Chidamber and Kemerer 1994),
and simplify financial risks based on a set of numerical measures (Jorion
2000).
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and require carefully set targets and effective reviews.
Senior managers need information on a range of issues
to evaluate the firm’s readiness for cloud computing ser-
vices. Metrics suites based on theory that is relevant for
implementation are important. Theory supports under-
standing how performance outcomes arise.
Applications In software engineering, metrics suites have
been developed to measure the productivity and quality of
application designs based on software objects (Briand et
al. 1999). Chidamber and Kemerer (1994) proposed a six-
dimension model, including weighted methods per class,
depth of inheritance tree, number of children, coupling
between object classes, response for a class, and lack of
cohesion in methods. The model can be linked to econom-
ic outcomes, such as software productivity and re-work
effort, which facilitate project planning and control. Em-
pirical evidence has shown that using such metrics in the
initial design stage can save 42 % of corrective costs and
efforts, and substantially improve final product quality (El
Emam et al. 2001).
In strategic performance management, researchers and
practitioners have designed and developed various metrics
to measure process performance and intangible capabili-
ties (Edvinsson and Marlone 1997). These traditionally
were ignored by established cost accounting evaluation
methods. The Harvard Business School’s BBalanced
Scorecard^ by Kaplan and Norton (1996) is the most suc-
cessful metrics suite in performance management. It has
been widely used to set management objectives or to plan
development and decision-making of new strategic sys-
tems (Nørreklit 2000), with 60 % of Fortune 1000 firms
in the U.S. having experimented with it (Silk 1998). It
integrates quantitative financial outcome measures and
qualitative non-financial performance drivers. It also as-
sumes there is a causal chain of relationships, starting
from measures of organizational learning and growth, to
internal business processes, then to the client perspective,
and finally to financial performance.
In financial and accounting risk management, various
metrics such as Stern Stewart’s economic value added
(EVA) and RiskMetrics’ value-at-risk (VaR) help senior
managers to evaluate financial risk and make better in-
vestment decisions. EVA is the difference between ac-
counting earnings and the cost of capital used to generate
the earnings (Stern et al. 1996). As a metrics suite, it
focuses on the measurement of profits that remain after
the impacts of debt cost and equity capital on a profit
from operations. In financial risk management, VaR rep-
resents the worst expected loss over a given time horizon
under normal market conditions at a given level of confi-
dence. It assesses exposure for financial firms for multiple
financial instruments, which can be aggregated to assess
the firm’s composite risk (Jorion 2000). Managers use it
to forecast losses that may accrue from shocks to their
businesses. As a consequence, it is viewed as a forward-
looking way to measure financial risk. VaR metrics have
received wide recognition due to their impacts on finan-
cial practices across industries.
Research methodology
In this section, we will discuss two issues related to the meth-
odology that we applied in this research. We will present an
overview of our exploratory research methods, including: (1)
our research question formulation; (2) our conceptualization
of the metrics suite for cloud computing adoption readiness;
(3) the manner in which we generated and refined the ques-
tionnaire items that we used in our interviewing process to
discover the relevant set of adoption-related risk and uncer-
tainty drivers; and (4) the high-level process we used to select
and assess the cases in this research. We also will go into
greater detail on the process we used to assign relative
importance levels to the different measures in the cloud com-
puting adoption readiness metrics suite.
Exploratory research methods
We next discuss our exploratory research methods in
greater detail.5 (See Fig. 1.) In this research, we will ex-
amine the theoretical basis for cloud computing-related
decisions for the firm to adopt, assess some precursors
of cloud computing firm-level adoption readiness, and
propose three related propositions about how the use of
a metrics suite aids the organization to create business
value through adoption. We caution the reader that there
is no single agreed-upon theory base for cloud computing
adoption. The evidence that we share suggests that there
are several separate bodies of knowledge in the literature
that are relevant though. They include grid computing,
general IT adoption, and business process outsourcing,
among others. We view our theory work as being inter-
mediate theory-related research, positioned between ma-
ture theory-related and nascent theory-related research.
Edmondson and McManus (2007) suggested three arche-
types of methodological fit that go along with such theory
work, and different kinds of research methods that are
5 The idea of using exploratory research methods in this work is heavily
founded on the use of industry cases, which anchors our research in the
central domain of organization IS research scholarship. The exploratory
study of cases to learn about relevant issues that bear on theory related to
the management of IT in various kinds of settings was pioneered by
authors in organizational and management studies (e.g., Eisenhardt and
Graebner 2007), information systems (e.g., Benbasat et al. 1987).
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most appropriate to match the different kinds of research
inquiry. 6
Stage one: research question formulation
Informed by government and industry leadersWe formu-
lated our research questions around the needs that indus-
try practitioners expressed in business and technology
press articles that we read, conferences where we heard
them speak, and interviews that we conducted with them.
The authors participated in cloud computing workshops
and events sponsored by the Asian Cloud Computing As-
sociation (ACCA), the International Conference on Cloud
Computing Research and Innovation, and the Infocomm
Development Authority (iDA) of Singapore, for example,
mostly in 2013, 2014 and 2015, with some earlier ad-
vance work and continuing engagement. The discussions
extended into late-2015. In these meetings and events, we
had both formal structured interviews and informal un-
structured conversations with government agencies, regu-
lators, cloud service vendors and researchers, and experi-
enced enterprise leaders and managers.
Grounded in practice All of the respondents stressed the
necessity to create an approach for the qualitative empirical
assessment (Markus 1997) of firm readiness for the adoption
of cloud computing grounded in practice, reliant on theory, yet
not overly academic or difficult to implement in industry.
Their emphasis was on the identification of concerns and is-
sues that led to perceptions of uncertainty and risk with respect
to the potential for business value from cloud computing that
would make their organizations unready to make the major
commitment to adopt. This investigation also identified the
application of the metrics suite approach in other functional
areas of management – software engineering, strategic perfor-
mance management, new product development in marketing,
and financial and accounting risk management. This sug-
gested that developing a firm-level metrics suite would be a
beneficial and informative activity to build a stronger basis for
managerial decision-making for cloud adoption.
Stage two: metrics suite conceptualization
Multi-category modelWe created a multi-category model of
cloud computing adoption readiness based on an extensive
review of the literature, backed by input from our field study
respondents. The sub-categories and measures in the suite
were developed and adapted from previous research studies,
with the idea in mind that these things were the influencers of
senior management’s perceptions about firm adoption readi-
ness, especially in terms of the risks and uncertainties that
might affect their ability to achieve an appropriate level of
ROI with cloud computing. We invited senior IT managers
in Singapore who were experienced enterprise cloud users to
participate. We also sought the participation of cloud services
vendors and government agency analysts. Their combined
input enabled us to create an initial design for measures in
the metrics suite that would be meaningful to others in indus-
try, while still being able to satisfy university and government
lab-based researchers.
Coverage of the literature We conducted an extensive
literature review to gain an insightful understanding of cloud
computing services, especially in terms of the market for the
services and the organizational risk and uncertainty drivers
related to their adoption. We searched the Business Source
Complete database hosted by EBSCO, the Elsevier and
Springer databases for journals and books, as well as the
6 With this intermediate theory perspective, researchers typically work on
areas with nomature theories, and only separate bodies of literature, as we
have noted. Their purpose is to explore the theoretical basis, test provi-
sional explanations, and propose testable propositions. Prior literature,
archival data, industry reports and interviews are the major data sources
of data, and the method tend to be qualitative. With this approach, differ-
ent authors deploy slightly different methods. This description matches
our general approach, though we have proposed an artefact for cloud
adoption readiness.
Stage 1: Research 
Question Formulation
Stage 2: Metrics Suite
Conceptualization
Stage 3: Interview 
Questionnaire Item 
Generation and
Refinement
Stage 4: Case Analysis
and Relative Importance
Assessment
Participated in academic 
conferences, and cloud
computing industry events
Communicated with gov-
ernment agencies, cloud 
services vendors, and enter-
prise experts
Developed research ques-
tions for this research pro-
ject, based on these kinds of 
inputs and the literature
Reviewed literature on:
Cloud computing aca-
demic and industry re-
search articles
Metrics suite methods 
used in other business 
function contexts
Conducted discussions to 
define key concepts
Defined the categories and 
sub-categories to be used in 
the metrics suite
Created initial item pool 
of measures from indus-
try sources and the litera-
ture
Leveraged expert assess-
ments of content
Removed inappropriate 
measures, and refined 
measures further
Finalized the measures 
for use in metrics suite 
application work
Explored ~25 cases; se-
lected 4 for 4 service types
Reviewed and wrote up the 
4 cases in detail
Applied metrics suite to 
assess firm-level adoption 
readiness for each case
Discussed, assigned, and 
agreed upon relative im-
portance ratings of *, ** 
and *** for the measures
Fig. 1 An overview of the exploratory research methods used in this research
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INFORMS, AIS, IEEE, ACM, and Google Scholar databases.
We used a variety of search terms, including Btechnology
adoption,^ BIT outsourcing,^ Bcloud computing,^ Bsoftware-
as-a-service,^ and Bgrid computing,^ among other terms. For
industry reports and whitepapers, we also conducted a broad
search.7 Our initial coverage of the literature contained more
than 600 academic papers and industry reports. We screened
out articles and reports that were duplicates but shared by
different entities, had trivial content, or were unrepresentative
of the body of content that we obtained.
Model categories and sub-category definitions Many,
though obviously not all of the articles and reports that
we obtained, are cited in the Reference section of this
article. This allows us to share the great breadth of knowl-
edge available from the sources that we tapped into. They
come from the multiple disciplines in which cloud com-
puting is of interest. The interdisciplinary perspectives
include Strategy, Marketing, Economics, Management
and Governance, Computer Science, and Information Sys-
tems. These studies together offer a comprehensive view
of the cloud market and issues with risk and uncertainty in
the organizational adoption of cloud computing. The more
technical articles, in contrast, introduce background on the
development and operation of cloud services. They also
cover the kinds of architectures and infrastructures that
make cloud computing services possible, and the princi-
ples, standards and approaches to control that enable them
to function well. With this knowledge base at hand, we
developed the four categories of the firm-level cloud
adoption readiness metrics suite. The additional sub-
categories were developed on the basis of several rounds
of academic review, the presentation of our research in an
academic conference, and assistance from industry infor-
mants along the way. This process required additional
discussion and refinement to reach the form you see here.
Stage three: interview questionnaire item generation
and refinement
Interview questionnaire item pool developmentWe sought
to develop a set of interview questionnaire items to rep-
resent information about the measures that our informants
believed were most important for populating the different
sub-categories. Our initial item pool had around 50 to 80
items for each of the sub-categories that we explored –
with 280 in total: far too many to be of practical value.
The authors reviewed the item pool and reduced the total
by sorting, combining, refining, eliminating and eventual-
ly selecting a smaller subset of them. This resulted in 28
items as candidates for measures to include in the sub-
categories of the metrics suite.
Senior management reviewWe also sought help from six
industry respondents from different organizations with ex-
pert knowledge of cloud services to review and assess the
measures. Industry reports and practitioner input helped
us to scope and select measures that are aligned with
various organizational needs (Edvinsson and Marlone
1997), and are closely tied to whether adoption and im-
plementation of cloud services are likely to pay back the
organization for its investment. Our respondents were
CIOs, CEOs and senior managers who had been in charge
of cloud adoption decisions in their respective organiza-
tions, understood the external market and growing de-
mand for cloud-based IT services, and had at least 15 years
of experience with IT management. During the inter-
views, the authors took notes on the content of the dis-
cussions, and identified some of the major aspects of the
information that was shared. We leveraged the knowledge
and opinions of these experts to support further refine-
ment of the measures. This process led to the removal
of seven of the 28 proposed measures. We further refined
the remaining 21 measures, and reached the near-final
form of the metrics suite.A smaller, but still effective set
of measures with a clearly defined purpose. Through this
process, we confirmed that the set of measures provided
full enough coverage of the theoretical explanations that
academic researchers believe are necessary. And, more
importantly, the industry audience came to view them as
more carefully tailored so they can be used in organiza-
tions, deliver useful information to managers, and support
the development of greater awareness about cloud com-
puting’s possible impacts. We also became clearer during
the refinement process about the purpose of the metrics.
As we explained earlier, the purpose is to enable senior
managers to calibrate their perceptions of risk and the
extent of the uncertainty they face with cloud computing
adoption, as a way of gauging their organization’s readi-
ness to adopt the new types of IT services.
Stage four: case analysis
Case targetingWe chose to emphasize four different types
of cloud computing services based on their estimated mar-
ket shares. They are: CAaaS (48.0 % market share),
BPaas (28.0 %), SaaS (14.7 %), and IaaS (5.5 %). They
represented an estimated total of 96.2 % of all cloud com-
puting use in organizations in 2012, our benchmark year.
(See Table 3 in Appendix A for more information.) Other
than these, no other BXaaS^ types had more than 1 %
7 We focused on reports from major consulting firms such as Gartner,
McKinsey, and Ernest & Young, and the major cloud services vendors –
IBM, HP, Salesforce, Amazon Web Services, Oracle, Fujitsu, Citrix,
Insightly, RedHat OpenShift and Heroku – based on a variety of industry
sources (e.g., Curtis 2014, Panettieri 2013).
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share in the market from 2013 to late 2015, so including
them would not have added much information to our re-
search inquiry. For each of these four types of cloud ser-
vices, we searched for adoption cases from vendors’
websites, industry white papers, and various cloud com-
puting blogs. We collected 25 cases that contain sufficient
information to support our further analysis. They were our
initial case targets.
Selection of cases We then applied the following criteria to
select cases in this exploratory research (Graebner and
Eisenhardt 2007). The organizations adopting the cloud com-
puting services had to be significant and recognizable players
in their industries. There also needed to be some diversity in
the industries and activities of the selected firms (Benbasat et
al. 1987). But we learned that it was difficult to obtain equiv-
alently informative materials for all of the cases. Some firms
had industry reports of high quality, including discussions of
the needs of relevant stakeholders and identification of some
of the major drivers of organizational risk and uncertainty, and
the business value outcomes for the organizations from cloud
adoption. Others had a balance of business press and company
reports that contributed useful information. Still others offered
scant and superficial marketing information, and were inap-
propriate for our use. We were careful to select cases with
reports and business press articles in which senior managers
(CIOs, CFOs, CEOs) expressed their views on the business
value, risks and uncertainties of the cloud for their firms, es-
pecially difficulties that might arise with adoption.8 This led to
the selection of four cases to explore in greater depth, and for
which we conducted document-based analysis to establish the
relative importance of the measures and the overall usefulness
and insights the adoption readiness metrics suite was able to
produce (Recker 2013).
Evaluating the relative importance of the sub-category
measures
We now will explain in greater detail how we assessed the
relative importance of the metrics suite’s sub-category mea-
sures in the selected cases.
(1) Two of the three co-authors independently read the ma-
terials that we acquired for the cases. They made initial
decisions about how to evaluate the importance of dif-
ferent measures in terms of the risks and uncertainties
that they posed to the organization’s ability to appropri-
ate value from cloud adoption. This is similar to what
managers in an organization would do – bymaking notes
on the evidence that supported their opinions indepen-
dently – in order to establish the variety of opinions. If
the assessments of the two co-authors were similar, then
this part of the process stopped.
(2) If there were substantive discrepancies between the two,
however, they worked together to share relevant evi-
dence as a basis for reassessment. In some cases, the
issues were the lack of a full and common understanding
of how the various measures represented risk and uncer-
tainty in the case contexts. In others, it was more a matter
of differences in the interpretation of the available evi-
dence. In our view, this process parallels once again how
managers in an organization might interact with one an-
other to achieve a Bcorporate opinion.^ The third co-
author also participated in these discussions, as a way
to bring another less biased opinion to the results. This
typically resulted in the provision of a corroborating or
dissenting assessment, which led to final agreement.9
(3) In the rare instances where there was no information
available to identify the relative importance for some
measure in a specific case, the co-authors examined ev-
idence from the full set of 25 cases, to find cases that
were comparable in some respects, and could yield ad-
ditional insights. This was not a perfect process, of
course, but it is similar to what organizations experience;
some assessments are made by Bthe seat of the pants,^
when empirical observations are absent.
(4) The coding of our evaluations for relative importance
was straightforward, and in line with the norms of orga-
nizational research methods in IS (Recker 2013). It also
was in line with what staff members in a firmmight do to
assess the risk associated with qualitative aspects of an
IT investment or a business process change. Identifying
the extent to which some issue is of Brelative greater
importance^ or Baverage importance,^ or Brelatively
lesser importance^ was based on the individual author’s
reading of the publicly-availablematerials, assessment of8 Although it initially made sense to us to use quotations as a way to
represent their assessments, we later decided that it was more appropriate
to extract the essential elements of their comments only. In too many
cases, quoting their words gave an impression that the people who were
quoted might be Bcherry-picked^ to support the marketing of the cloud
services vendors they used, which was not appropriate for our narratives.
Since the authors had no direct access to the senior managers in the
materials that we acquired, and our main emphasis was on the relevance
of the measures we identified – to assess whether they were meaningful
for the intended purpose. We were somewhat less concerned with their
specific values: Bless important,^ of average importance^ or Bmore
important.^ We thank the review team for their guidance on this issue.
9 An anonymous reviewer suggested to us that it may not be easy to
evaluate relative importance especially when the sources, interview part-
ners and documents differ from case to case. We agreed, but wish to note
that this is similar to other evaluative methods in different contexts, both
qualitative and quantitative. One example is the quantitative method of
valuation via net present value (NPV) analysis, where many different
assessments, different outcome numbers, and different assumptions are
likely to be used by different analysts in different settings. Only in the
simplest cases will there be easily agreed upon quantitative outcomes
from the analysis.
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the type of cloud computing services adopted, and other
general knowledge of the firms’ business activities and
degree of commitment to IT in their strategy.10
(5) Finally, all three authors participated in the development
of the written case descriptions, and the results and inter-
pretations to portray the main findings.
A firm-level cloud computing adoption readiness
metrics suite
Properties of a measurement system for expected
performance via new IT adoption
We next present the metrics suite for cloud computing adop-
tion readiness at the firm level. The emphasis of its categories,
sub-categories and measures is to enable senior managers to
gain an awareness of issues that may create risk and uncer-
tainty in the appropriation of business value for the firm with
cloud adoption.
Innovation performance measurement systems should have
these following five characteristics, as suggested by
Dewangan and Godse (2014): (1) a stakeholder value orien-
tation; (2) an innovation process orientation; (3) cause-and-
effect relationships; (4) multi-dimensional assessments; and
(5) easy implementation. These considerations apply to the
prospective assessment the potential business value outcomes
of adopting technology innovations, just as it applies to the
retrospective assessment of implemented innovations.
Stakeholder value In designing measurement systems for
assessing how successful technology innovations are likely
to be, how to address the needs of multiple stakeholders has
always been an essential issue (Jorion 2000; Kaplan and
Norton 1996). A stakeholder is an agent who initiates changes
or is impacted by changes derived from a technological inno-
vation (Bourne et al. 2000). Cloud computing has the potential
to generate beneficial impacts by transforming the use of IT
services. Identifying its benefits and the obstacles that may
block value appropriation for the stakeholders is fundamental
for measures suited to readiness evaluation.
Innovation process Cloud computing adoption will be like
adopting a technological innovation which may or may not be
perceived as being entirely ready. So a meaningful metrics
suite in our context must also have the built-in capacity to
assess cloud computing in a way that technology innovations
are assessed – prior to the time of implementation. Senior
management needs to have a keen appreciation of risk and
uncertainty, and their ties to the organization’s appropriation
of business value from adoption.
Cause-and-effect links A metrics suite must contain identifi-
able cause-and-effect relationships between the measures that
are used to represent the various sources of risk and uncertain-
ty with adoption relative to the goals of the organization to
appropriate business value from IT investment (Kaplan and
Norton 1996; Stern et al. 1996). Establishing causality will
ensure that strategy, operations, and technical adjustments
can be made to improve cloud readiness, so it will serve the
organization’s goals better and result in higher ROI. A theo-
retical basis from the literature and for use in interpreting the
practitioner interviews helps in identifying relevant causal
links.
Multiple measurement categories A metrics suite should
represent a balanced view of what is under study: financial
and non-financial measures, technical and non-technical is-
sues, and internal and external factors. Multiple categories
are meaningful: they establish a base for deep managerial
insights. This is consistent with current views of the IT ser-
vices ecosystem and cloud computing services context.
Implementability An effective metrics suite must be easy for
managers to implement in different settings for different types
of cloud computing services also. Cloud adoption readiness at
the firm level is complex though. Still, it is appropriate to limit
the number of sub-category measures, and ensure they have
similar granularity.
Categories, sub-categories, and measures of the metrics
suite
We now sketch our metrics suite for firm-level adoption read-
iness, and discuss its contents. (See Fig. 2.)
The metric suite is organized with a hierarchical structure.
There are four measurement categories in the metrics suite:
technology and performance; organization and strategy; eco-
nomics and valuation; and regulation and environment. The
categories are bold and underlined. In each category, there are
multiple sub-categories noted with solid bullet points, and in
each sub-category, hollow bullet points identify the measures.
10 We also want to indicate that the weighting scheme that we used (*, **,
***) is worthwhile to examine carefully for biases. They include: (1)
possible data source biases since we conducted an Barm’s length^ anal-
ysis; (2) potential author-introduced biases based on the coding process;
and (3) information availability biases due to variation from case to case.
These biases will all be mimicked when senior managers use our ap-
proach though: so there is no complete escape from this kind of problem.
But senior managers will not be at Barm’s length^ from their organiza-
tions: they will be them. The consistency of coding by senior managers
may be subject to differences in their organizational experience, technical
knowledge, and risk management experience. Nevertheless, we proffer
that these issues will be less of a problemwhenmanagers in organizations
are driving and participating in the metrics suite-based evaluative process.
For more information on coding, see Recker (2013).
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We use appropriate theoretical background to characterize,
to the greatest extent possible, what are the most distinct and
independent explanatory components to use.11 As a result, we
employ different technological, organizational, economic and
regulatory variables to map out the full space of potential
explanations in a meaningful way, without being too complex
or overwhelming for managers. (See Table 5 in Appendix C
for more details.)
The metrics suite consists of 21 measures within the four
categories. We chose measures to reinforce the information
that the category produces as a whole. Also, when they are
brought together, there may be countervailing or offsetting
effects. This seems true within a category based on the values
of the different measures, as well as across different catego-
ries. For example, senor managers may not wish to commit to
cloud adoption, because they are risk-averse in the face of new
technology, despite the fact that the organization is profitable
and the rational expectations expressed in the market suggests
that it will produce high ROI from adoption. There may also
be reinforcing and amplifying effects. For example, the
estimated cost savings from moving to the cloud have been
recognized and technology performance related to the specific
service types may be especially valuable, influencing senior
managers’ views that the organization is ready to adopt.
We next will discuss each component in the metrics suite:
its categories, sub-categories and measures.
Technology and performance
The first category of measures involves technology and
performance. It assesses whether the cloud computing solu-
tions fit the firm’s existing IT and systems so that the produc-
tion of business value will not be held up. There are two sub-
categories: assessments of expected compatibility and expect-
ed service quality. Managerial decision-makers have to assess
the technology’s suitability and understand the expected level
of IT service quality. This will enable them to gauge whether
the cloud is right for their organizations or too risky (Armbrust
et al. 2010). This requires fit and compatibility assessment
(Low et al. 2011; Repschlaeger et al. 2013), and information,
system and service quality levels that are consistent with the
firm’s business and IT practices (DeLone and McLean 1992;
Tornatzky and Klein 1982; Espadanal and Oliveira 2012). To
assess expected compatibility, we use network access and
virtualization preparedness. Cloud computing requires high-
quality network access and virtualization and minimal latency
(Vouk 2008). Experience with virtualization will also reduce
the expected costs and uncertainties associated with cloud
migration (Jamshidi et al. 2013).
11 Models that explain or characterize processes will work best when they
have orthogonal or maximally distinct components. An example is
econometric regression models; they have greater explanatory power
for a given number of variables when the independent variables are cor-
related with the dependent variable, but are uncorrelated with one another.
Also, frameworks that aim to provide explanatory capability are consid-
ered to be robust when they employ relatively independent elements and
components that sustain their relevance over time, in different settings,
and for different purposes of use. Our choices of categories in the metric
suite follow the same logic, and the categories have the least overlap
among one another.
Technology and Performance 
Perceived compatibility
Network access
Virtualization preparedness
Expected service quality
Security
Availability
Scalability
Regulation and Environment
External business environment
Technology uncertainty
Pressure from competitors
Pressure from alliances
Regulatory environment
Regulatory considerations for the firm
Cloud 
Computing
Adoption
Readiness
Organization and Strategy 
Strategic orientation
Executive support
Organizational innovativeness
Perceived strategic value of cloud
Organizational capabilities
Absorptive capacity for the cloud
Vendor management capacity
Economics and Valuation
Cloud service valuation
Vendor service terms
Estimated cost-benefit
Experience with cloud contracts
Ability to leverage cloud market maturity
Stability of available market supply
Understanding of vendors
Vendor financial stability assessment
Vendor technical capacity assessment
Fig. 2 The firm-level cloud computing adoption readiness metrics suite.
Note: The representation of the metrics suite shown above is intended to
emphasize how senior management’s perceptions about potential busi-
ness value that can be appropriated from cloud computing services adop-
tion may be affected by technology and performance, organization and
strategy, regulation and environment, and economics and valuation is-
sues. In each category and sub-category, and for all of the individual
measures, the key thing to keep in mind is that the perceptions of an
organization’s senior management are the essential drivers of whether
the organization will exhibit adoption readiness for cloud computing.
Their perceptions are driven by: internal and external influencers; their
past experience; their sensitivity to risk; and rational expectations of what
is likely to happen in the future (Au and Kauffman 2003)
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Expected service quality is critical for boosting senior man-
agement’s view of firm-level IS success (Pitt et al. 1995). Prior
research has addressed the benefits and risks from an IT per-
spective (Venters and Whitley 2012). In the expected service
quality sub-category, we include three critical quality mea-
sures of: security, availability and scalability (Benlian and
Hess 2011; CSMIC 2012). The indicators of security risks
include contractual loopholes, confidentiality, information se-
curity, and service outages. Clients expect high availability,
based on the percentage of time they can access the services
(Garg et al. 2013). And scalability measures clients’ needs for
services that scale to the organization’s demand for them
(Venters and Whitley 2012).
Organization and strategy
The second category is organization and strategy, which as-
sesses two sub-categories pertaining to whether cloud com-
puting solutions match the firm’s strategic orientation and
organizational capabilities to produce business value and
ROI. Companies with well-established organizational capabil-
ities and a strategic orientation are more ready to benefit from
cloud computing (Buyya et al. 2010; Carlo et al. 2012).
Decision-makers need to recognize the potential impacts of
cloud computing use, and prepare for different kinds of obsta-
cles (e.g., leadership, political, technical capabilities) within
the organization (Garrison et al. 2012).
In our interviews, some IT executives emphasized that,
when moving to the cloud, organizations have to adjust their
IT governance policies and operating models, according to the
criticality and sensitivity of their tasks and data. An organiza-
tion with accumulated experience and managerial capacity
will adjust more smoothly (Hsu et al. 2014). The organization-
al capabilities that are critical for cloud adoption success in-
clude absorptive capacity for the cloud and vendor manage-
ment capability (Aral andWeill 2007; El-Gazzar 2014). These
are complementary assets for the firm, which positively affect
the technology adoption process (Tripsas 1998; Srinivasan et
al. 2002). We assessed external and internal knowledge acqui-
sition and dissemination for organizational absorptive capac-
ity (Liao et al. 2003), and contractual and relational gover-
nance for vendor management capacity (Poppo and Zenger
2002), as a basis for determining whether value appropriate
might be problematic.
Strategy-focused organizations have an easier time to iden-
tify the prospective business value of cloud computing, and
match its innovative characteristics with their own internal
business needs. To represent the strategic orientation of het-
erogeneous organizations, our metrics suite includes three
measures: executive support, organizational innovativeness,
and perceived strategic value (Messerschmidt and Hinz
2013; Espadanal and Oliveira 2012). Executive support is crit-
ical for creating a supportive climate, with adequate resources
and opportunities for cloud adoption (Low et al. 2011).Orga-
nizational innovativeness affects a firm’s intention to adopt
new ITs (Barczak et al. 2007), and perceptions of strategic
value and competitive advantage matter too (Hsu et al. 2014).
Economics and valuation
The third category is economics and valuation, which assesses
the risks and uncertainties associated with the economic suit-
ability and appropriation of business value from cloud com-
puting. The sub-categories include: cloud service valuation,
the organization’s view of cloud market impacts, and the or-
ganization’s understanding of vendors. For cloud service
valuation, we employ a set of measures on the vendor’s ser-
vice terms, the estimated cost-benefit, and the organization’s
experience with cloud contracts (Truong and Dustdar 2010;
Misra and Mondal 2011). For example, cost-benefit estima-
tion in cloud computing is likely to be complicated. When
vendors decompose their services into small configurable
units, users need to gauge their aggregate execution costs
carefully. In the total cost-benefit calculation for cloud ser-
vices, operational and hidden costs for IT interoperability need
be considered, as do tangible and intangible benefits. On the
other hand, an organization’s experience with cloud contracts,
especially how to achieve contract flexibility, will allow cli-
ents to balance the trade-offs among cost, benefit, time, per-
ceived risk, and resource requirements (Koehler et al. 2010; Li
2011).
For the organization’s view of cloud market impacts, we
apply measures for the organization’s ability to leverage cloud
market maturity, and stability of available market supply.
Standards, transparency, and reliability for vendor perfor-
mance are basic market stabilizers (Hauff et al. 2014;
ISACA 2012; Bhat 2013). They help to reduce firm-level
uncertainty. A healthy cloud market will have a sufficient
number of alternative services and vendors (ISACA 2012;
Teo et al. 2003), so that clients will tend to reach a higher
perceived readiness level. In addition, vendor stability, scale,
and reputation are critical for estimating the risk involved in
adoption (Pauley 2010). We use two vendor-related measures
of firm-level perceptions: vendor financial stability
assessment, and vendor technical capacity assessment. Relat-
ed factors are process maturity, security breaches and outage
news.
Regulation and environment
The final category describes the external business and regula-
tory environment constraints that an enterprise faces. The ex-
ternal business environment creates pressure, support or ob-
stacles for adopting IT innovations. It can shape the strategic
responses of firms that are affected by it (Miles and Snow
1978). According to Walker et al. (2003), the business
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environment can be viewed in terms of several different
things. They include: the stage of the relevant product life
cycle; the extent of market segmentation, competition, and
industry concentration; and the level of technological
maturity and structure. Desarbo et al. (2005) suggested three
environmental uncertainties: market, competitive and technol-
ogy. Cloud computing services vendors deliver shared IT re-
sources and capabilities with strong network effects for their
clients. Past experience with one vendor’s cloud services can
generate imitative and conformance pressures on the client’s
beliefs about adoption (Messerschmidt and Hinz 2013;
Espadanal and Oliveira 2012; Teo et al. 2003). Thus, we in-
clude three descriptors in the external business environment
sub-category: technology uncertainty, pressure from competi-
tors, and pressure from alliances.
The regulatory environment constitutes the other important
environmental sub-category, with the measure regulatory con-
siderations for the firm. Different countries have different le-
gal rules regarding data privacy, data sovereignty and local
laws for data governance (Harris and Alter 2010). Many have
laws requiring cloud providers to keep client data and
copyrighted material within national boundaries (Armbrust
et al. 2010). Such constraints are a bind in multinational busi-
ness (Bhat 2013). We use new measures that recognize the
relevance of regulatory constraints and data sovereignty
issues based on ISACA (2012) and Armbrust et al. (2010).
These may also influence senior managers’ uncertainties
about the readiness of the organization to move to the cloud.
Evidence from applying the cloud computing
adoption metrics suite
All of these aspects of the metrics suite required multiple
sources and kinds of background knowledge.12 Both our field
study in Singapore and feedback that we obtained suggest the
value of considering the different types of cloud services, as
well as the heterogeneous nature of the adopting organiza-
tions, when assessing the applicability of our metrics suite.
We next provide descriptive overviews of the four cases that
we will evaluate, and share the findings through the applica-
tions of the adoption readiness metrics suite.
Cases: descriptive overviews
Case 1. Cloud advertising-as-a-service (CAaaS): JetBlue
and Salesforce JetBlue Airways (www.jetblue.com) adopted
Salesforce.com’s Buddy Media cloud advertising service with
the intention to transform its social advertising campaigns in
2013 (Salesforce.com 2013). Its senior management’s primary
expectation was to achieve high productivity and enhanced
flexibility for the launches of its ad campaigns with somewhat
different designs. Buddy Media allowed JetBlue to focus its
agency investment on strategic activities, to ensuring that ad
targeting was improved and that more new customers and
increased purchases where achieved. It simultaneously sought
to de-emphasize the development of other more routine ad
campaign development. Overall, JetBlue hope to save ad cam-
paign execution expenses. JetBlue reported a number of spe-
cific goals for moving to cloud-based social advertising: (1)
better productivity through easier advertisement and promo-
tion tracking and scheduling, and greater impact with its pro-
motions; (2) more visibility through extended reach to con-
sumers, with higher campaign volume and improved align-
ment with audience demographics and psychographics; and
(3) quick activation of social media promotions to target au-
diences around specific events. After the implementation of
BuddyMedia social media-based advertising supported by the
cloud, JetBlue reported a 140 % ROI, with 8 months to pay-
back of its investment. It also reported an annual saving of
US$72,916 in advertising production cost by extending its
activities through CAaaS into the social media acquisition
channel.
Case 2. Business process-as-a-service (BPaaS): global pay-
ments Global Payments provides e-transaction processing
services for merchants, independent sales organizations, fi-
nancial institutions, government agencies and multi-national
corporations. It offers processing solutions for credit and debit
cards, business-to-business purchasing cards, gift cards, e-
check conversions and check guarantees, and verification
and recovery services. Its Brazilian unit faced mounting pres-
sures to reduce operating costs and to enhance quality control.
The management opted for BPaaS services in order to en-
hance its financial and account service processes. The firm
selected the Indian software and cloud services provider,
Wipro (2014). This provides a scalable cloud-based ERP so-
lution on the NetSuite platform to address Global Payment’s
12 The information sources for our analysis work in this section are as
follows. (1) Industry reports and relevant cloud computing websites and
forums provide information on vendor and technology performance.
They help firms to get an idea about the technological maturity of a
specific type of cloud computing service at the aggregate level. In addi-
tion, some vendors provide free trials of their services on their websites,
which offers firms an opportunity to get a sense about vendor-specific
technology information. (2) When considering the firm’s own organiza-
tional factors, senior managers such as the CIO and the CEO will mainly
rely on internal support from their staff to acquire relevant information.
The firm also needs to have an appropriate understanding and self-
evaluation of its overall strategy, organizational culture and capability,
as well as a longer-term orientation and targets. (3) Cloud vendors’
websites typically provide pricing information, which assists users to
estimate the economic value of using cloud services. In addition, for a
cloud computing services vendor, company reports are typically publicly
available, so that firms can gauge their financial status and stability. And
(4), to get a good understanding about regulatory constraints, firms need
to pay attention to announcements on cloud-related government regula-
tions and laws. For example, a government’s requirements about security
in terms of the boundaries of data storage are a key concern.
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needs, and also lower complexity in the processing of billions
of payment card, check and e-commerce transactions.
Case 3. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): Dixons store group
international and Citrix online In 2007 and 2008, Dixons
Store Group International, the United Kingdom-based owner
of the magazine PC World, launched an SaaS application
called BTechFriend^ for its TechGuys unit (Twentyone
2008). This was to provide users with 24×7 technical support
beyond what typical PC sellers will offer. This was viewed by
Dixons as a necessary step for the provision of customer ser-
vice in a highly competitive after-purchase service market.
TechFriend was successful and growing, but it generated
many calls, and the service staff had to handle different prob-
lems at different levels of complexity. The SaaS solution by
Citrix Online was called BGoToAssist.^ It provided the func-
tionality for TechGuys to remotely take control of a user’s PC
in order to fix it.
Case 4. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): ASOS Fashion
and NaviSite ASOS.com, a rapidly expanding United King-
dom online fashion store, sought a flexible computing infra-
structure solution in 2012 and 2013. It selected NaviSite’s
NaviCloud enterprise IaaS (Navisite 2014). NaviCloud made
it easier for ASOS to set up new software development envi-
ronments. This enabled the company to keep pace with appli-
cation development to match its 30 % annual growth. Its first
two cloud applications were the ASOS Fashion Finder and
ASOS Marketplace. These represented interactive search
and exchange environments, helping the organization to gen-
erate new revenues. Senior management viewed this services
delivery software as a strategic, market-differentiating part of
its business. An effective IaaS was thought to be a necessity to
maintain a competitive edge for ASOS. Following the imple-
mentation of cloud services at ASOS in 2013, in January
2014, the firm reported a 38 % gain in global sales revenues
for the prior year. This nearly matched the 37 % increase that
occurred in its 2013 U.S. sales. In the fourth quarter of 2013,
ASOS achieved £335.7 million in sales and two million
shipped orders. NaviCloud-based developers were able to do
new application tests in a day, instead of 2 weeks in-house.
Also, the time for testing to production fell from 4 months to
2 days, and multiple software releases in a day became possi-
ble. ASOS gained agility in its new software deployment ca-
pabilities and greater financial control.
Applicability of metrics suite to the business cases
We next will assess some of the key considerations that man-
agers are likely to take into when they contemplate adoption
of the cloud computing services. Our analysis of the cloud
services is organized by type: CAaaS, BPaaS, SaaS, and IaaS.
We provide general remarks about the appropriation of
business value for each service type, followed by supporting
case evidence. Recall that the four cases span air travel adver-
tising, financial services business process redesign, remote PC
service consultation software, and online fashion sales order-
taking. For each of the service types, we will comment on the
extent that the various categories, sub-categories and mea-
sures are important. Although the exploratory case analysis
we conduct here does not tell the whole story, it still gives
useful information about the applicability of the different ele-
ments of the metrics suite to gauge firm-level adoption read-
iness in the eyes of senior management.
Cloud advertising-as-a-service (CAaaS)Our sources broad-
ly suggest that the adoption of cloud advertising is chiefly
driven by some key strategies of seniormanagers. The Internet
and social media-based ad campaigns need to be created in
fast response to changing business conditions. This has driven
higher advertisement spending, greater ROI and lower costs.
This strategy must be implementable in a manner that reflects
an organization’s innovativeness in its marketplace (Fujitsu
2014; Nucleus Research 2013; Salesforce.com 2013). The
capabilities of firms that pursue social media marketing cam-
paigns seem to vary a lot though. They go from relatively low
to league-leading capabilities with marketing via this channel.
So firm-level capabilities for absorbing new cloud computing
projects and managing vendor relationships (Aral and Weill
2007; Hsu et al. 2014) were not much discussed for cloud
advertising projects. Part of the reason may be that these are
typically small in scale compared to other cloud projects, and
so may show up Bon the radar^ a little less.
By the same token, social media advertising is not very
much regulated (other than for information privacy, customer
Bopt in^ and Bopt out,^ and so on). So there are few concerns
related to regulatory issues. On the other hand, external busi-
ness environment factors, such as the speed of technology
change, pressure from competitors and pressures in alliances
all seem to be issues that create risk and uncertainty for senior
management. As a result, they cannot be ignored in adoption
(Messerschmidt and Hinz 2013). In addition, the consider-
ation of how much a client will save or earn seems to be more
important than the contract flexibility in this area, likely again
due to the smaller-scale, shorter-term nature of cloud adver-
tising projects (Miller 2014).
Analysis of Case 1: JetBlue and Salesforce The budget air-
line JetBlue Airways, as we noted earlier, became involved in
social media advertising via the cloud with the involvement of
Salesforce.com. JetBlue required sophisticated cloud infra-
structure and application support for its social media ad-
serving activities. So it was natural that the firm’s senior man-
agement was highly concerned about uncertainty arising
around network access to the Internet. Virtualization prepared-
ness, in contrast, was not an issue for JetBlue. The evidence
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we reviewed for JetBlue and Saleforce also suggested that the
quality of cloud computing services mattered, especially
whether adoption would involve additional uncertainty about
security, availability and scalability. These things were stan-
dard Bmust haves^ and were expected from capable vendors.
This helped limit senior management’s uncertainty about
these issues. This was similar as uncertainty about vendor
technical capacity assessment and vendor financial stability
assessment, which constituted Bdue diligence^ checks for all
the different cloud computing services that we considered.
The JetBlue implementation of cloud advertising required
the social media ad services intermediary, Social.com, in ad-
dition to the application builder, Salesforce. So it is clear in
these and other cloud advertising services contexts that the
solution had to suit the needs of multiple alliance partners
and not just JetBlue itself (Armbrust et al. 2010).
Business process-as-a-service (BPaaS) The BPaaS model is
a coupling of traditional business process outsourcing and
SaaS that results in a new service delivery model. It enables
standardized, yet highly-configurable and quickly-deployed
processes. For example, human resources management busi-
ness processes is one of many that BPaaS has transformed
(Callewaert and Deckers 2011). With capabilities that are sup-
ported, such as value-capture acceleration and consumption-
based pricing, BPaaS has earned a share of the large markets
for outsourcing services involving finance and accounting,
and procurement also, though not every business process is
a sure Bwin^ for their adopting organizations (Roy 2014).
Relying on cloud services to support mission-critical business
processes is a major undertaking for most organizations. The
issues associated with the outsourcing of business processes
are widely known (Lacity et al. 2011; Mani et al. 2006). Net-
work access and virtualization preparedness are of typical
importance, along with: executive support; organizational in-
novativeness; vendor pricing, reputation and stability; the
maturity of the cloud market; and technology change. In ad-
dition, contract flexibility in large-scale IT services
outsourcing projects is known to be of critical importance,
as well as how much cost savings and higher revenues can
be appropriated from adoption (Benaroch et al. 2010).
Analysis of case 2: global paymentsA leading provider of e-
transaction processing services, Global Payments, sought to
control operational costs while improving quality (Wipro
2014), as we noted earlier. The desire to attain a competitive
edge by cost-effectively streamlining business processes has
led to market demand for moving to BPaaS solutions. In this
case, pressure from competitors and expected cost savings
were two key drivers of adoption. Senior management at
Global Payments had high expectations with respect to im-
proved regulatory compliance and accelerating time to the
market. These were some of the promised benefits of adopting
the BPaaS model that were envisioned in the firm’s relation-
ship with Wipro.
Also, it is typical that firms that undertake large-scale
outsourcing and cloud services projects, like Global Pay-
ments in this case, require high quality services. These
include outstanding levels of information security, high
up-time and availability, and effective scalability for busi-
ness growth. The BPaaS services were aimed at automating
the whole business processes involving finance and ac-
counting at Global Payments. The intended outcome was
to achieve a transformation of the firm in a comprehensive
way. This would require exceptionally strong organizational
capabilities to handle the resulting process changes to sup-
port the value appropriation. Taking business processes to
the cloud are large bets on the strategic, economic, opera-
tional and customer service aspects. So it was natural that a
greater span of considerations needed to be made to sup-
port Global Payments’ adoption. For example, organiza-
tions must assume greater responsibilities for understanding
the downsides of risk and uncertainty on payback from
non-standard solutions. In BPaaS adoption, clients and ven-
dors typically need to find ways to share these
responsibilities.
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) SaaS is the most well-known
by industry observers (Huang et al. 2014). The typical eco-
nomic rationale for moving business applications to SaaS is to
reduce cost and improve quality. Other goals are to make
business start-ups activities faster, and avoid commitment to
specific software development. This is especially true for pro-
jects with short lifecycle, or where the development trajectory
may be uncertain and performance can only be tested once
implementation occurs.
Organizations often choose SaaS to take advantage of com-
patibility for network access and virtualization, and empha-
size the importance of security, availability and scalability –
all of which the vendor needs to do better than the client itself.
So we typically expect to see the importance of these measures
when the organization considers moving to SaaS. Also, be-
cause the kinds of applications that are moved to SaaS are not
core business activities – these include accounts receivable
and payment, pricing updates, and human resources, often
the use of SaaS is not associated with organizational innova-
tiveness or a big push from senior management. For SaaS,
because adopting organizations can exert only limited control
over the operations and maintenance of cloud resources, their
concerns about IT governance and operations will also be
relatively low.
Analysis of case 3: Dixons store group international This
case shows an example of a medium-size firm in the U.K.,
Dixons Store Group International, which provides home com-
puting technical support. The main emphases of the case
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include the need for 24×7 operations, speed to set up the
service, remote control of a customer’s computer, flexibility
to scale the size of the operations as the company’s subscrip-
tion based grew, and being able to re-focus on its customers’
experience (Twentyone 2008). In hosted cloud applications
like this, the emphasis is typically on expected cost-benefit
and the available market supply of services, as opposed to
unique organizational and strategy concerns, executive sup-
port, absorptive capacity, or organizational innovativeness.
There also are no serious regulatory concerns. In this case,
many SaaS vendors and applications are available, and most
employ the standard subscription-based pricing. Thus, issues
such as the depth of available services and the pricing mech-
anism used were not key considerations in Dixons’ adoption
decision.
Nevertheless, Dixons’ management – as is the case with
other SaaS users – certainly would have been duly diligent in
checking out the capabilities of its vendor, Citrix Online, to
ensure there was no unduly high risk that might arise from a
lack of financially stability or technical capabilities. They also
would have explored the extent to which Citrix offered con-
tract flexibility, and could create acceptable ROI. There is no
evidence in this case, or in Dixons’ marketplace in general,
that pressure from competitors or alliance partners, or the
speed of technology change played any major roles. So this
turns out to be a useful case in general terms: it shows some
differences because SaaS involves a different cloud type, and
Dixons is an adopter with unique and heterogeneous needs.
Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) Some years ago, Huber
(1993) reported on Continental Illinois Bank’s decision to sign
a 10-year contract to have IBM to take over its IToperations –
the first money center bank in the U.S. to do so. In the past
5 years from 2011 to 2015, IaaS has become an alternative that
is not so drastic a move as what Continental Illinois did, but
decisions to outsource some aspects of IT infrastructure to the
cloud still represent a bold maneuver for most organizations.
Our assessment of the various measures in the metrics suite
for IaaS is that somewhat more of them will be critically im-
portant than the other cloud service types we have reviewed,
especially in terms of organizational perceptions of risk and
uncertainty. This also was suggested by (IBM 2009) and
Rimal et al. (2011). Examples include: both the compatibility
and service quality sub-categories will be important, as will
strategic orientation and organizational capabilities. For IaaS
clients, since they are taking their computing infrastructures to
the cloud, they have to try to exert a high amount of control
over the resources and so their organizational capabilities must
be sophisticated enough for them to understand how to handle
such resources. In contrast, it is likely to be the case that
economic and valuation considerations will be only of a typ-
ical importance to IaaS clients (Alexander and Young 1996;
Marston et al. 2011). In addition, the organization must work
hard to ensure the performance of the vendor and maturity of
IaaS services in the market (Hauff et al. 2014), but there are
likely to be no more than typical pressures from competitors
and alliance partners, unless the market niche is special.
Analysis of case 4: ASOS fashion ASOS.com, which
operates in the online fashion apparel market in the U.K.,
experienced 30 % growth per annum of its online business.
Its existing in-house infrastructure was not able to keep pace
with such fast growth, putting the company at risk of missing
market demand. It contracted with NaviSite for IaaS capabil-
ities that emphasized infrastructure flexibility, easy-to-set up
software development environments, and scalable and robust
cloud computing services (Navisite 2014). Thus, the vendor’s
technology performance, such as services robustness and se-
curity, scalability, and network access, was among the top
concerns.
ASOS approached the adoption decision by laying out
goals for reducing the amount of time needed for application
testing to production, as well as greater agility and financial
control. It viewed NaviSite as a long-term and reliable busi-
ness partner able to support its on-going business goals, in-
stead of a pure technology provider. Convinced by the
NaviCloud platform’s performance, ASOS soon outsourced
two of its most important and mission-critical production sys-
tems to the cloud. The senior management also recognized
that, with the use of cloud services, there was a need to reshape
and redefine the company’s culture and customer relationships
accordingly.
Relative importance of the adoptionmeasures across cases
The analyses of these cases suggest some dimensions of the
proposed adoption metrics suite have relatively higher impor-
tance than other dimensions in different cases (See Table 1).
Across the top in Table 1 are column headings for each
case. Arrayed down the left-hand side of the table are the
categories, sub-categories and measures in our proposed met-
rics suite that are of potential interest to organizations when
they are considering adopting certain cloud computing ser-
vices. The entries in the table are intended to identify the
relative importance of these categories, sub-categories and
measures for each of the four cloud service cases. We use a
different number of asterisks to represent the relative impor-
tance of a measure. This is consistent with empirical research,
which uses them to show the significance of a parameter in an
estimated model. We use *** to mean of Brelatively greater
importance,^ ** to mean of Baverage importance,^ and * to
mean of Brelatively less importance.^
We determine the relative importance of a measure based
on the in-depth case analysis, our reading of industry articles
and academic papers, what we learned from interviews with
senior managers who have experience in cloud adoption and
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use, and multiple rounds of discussions among the authors.13
The detailed process of evaluating relative importance of mea-
sures has been provided in the earlier Exploratory Research
Methods section. For example, in the cases on CAaaS adop-
tion, JetBlue, there was evidence that the potentially huge
economic gains from moving to the cloud played a significant
role, making the measure for estimated cost-benefit relatively
important in comparison to the others. Also, the fact that a
CAaaS solution relies on collaboration among multiple part-
ners including the social media and services intermediary sug-
gests that the organization’s assessment of the pressure from
alliances, just like network access and the risk and uncertainty
that arise around it, is a key consideration for whether the firm
can appropriate business value from CAaaS. Hence, we
assigned three asterisks to both measures.
On the other hand, the outsourcing of social media adver-
tising activities usually does not involve sensitive data being
13 It is worthwhile to note that, rather than interpret these entries as being
definitive, the reader should view them as broadly representative of rele-
vant considerations for a specific type of cloud computing service, and
more narrowly representative of our application of the metrics to the
cases.
Table 1 The relative importance of the adoption measures across four cloud computing services types
Categories (Sub-Categories) JetBlue (CAaaS) Global payments (BPaaS) Dixons (SaaS) ASOS (IaaS)
Technology and performance category
• Perceived compatibility
○ Network access *** ** ** ***
○ Virtualization preparedness * ** ** ***
• Expected services quality
○ Security ** *** *** ***
○ Availability ** *** *** ***
○ Scalability ** *** *** ***
Organization and strategy category
• Strategic orientation
○ Executive support *** ** * ***
○ Organizational innovativeness *** ** * ***
○ Perceived strategic value of the cloud *** *** * ***
• Organizational capabilities
○ Absorptive capacity for the cloud * *** * ***
○ Vendor management capacity * *** ** ***
Economic and valuation category
• Cloud service valuation
○ Vendor’s service terms * ** ** **
○ Estimated cost-benefit *** *** ** **
○ Experience with cloud contracts * *** ** **
• Organization’s view of cloud market impacts
○ Ability to leverage cloud market maturity ** ** * **
○ Stability of available market supply ** ** * **
• Understanding of vendors
○ Vendor financial stability assessment ** ** ** **
○ Vendor technical capacity assessment ** ** ** **
Regulation and environment category
• External business environment
○ Technology uncertainty ** ** * **
○ Pressure from competitors ** *** * *
Pressure from alliances *** ** * *
• Regulatory environment
Regulatory considerations for the firm * ** * **
The relative importance results presented here are intended only for the specific case analysis in each service type, and should not be taken as being
generally true for others. In the metrics suite application, it indeed may yield different results, depending on the organizations
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pushed across the boundary of the firm, nor does it require
adjustments in organizational governance policy or mode of
operation. This also was observed in the JetBlue case, which
did not require fundamental transformations of its business
processes to cope with the risks of information security. As a
result, issues such as regulatory considerations, absorptive ca-
pacity for the cloud and vendor management capability are
less important: the related risks were not viewed as being quite
so large. We marked them with one asterisk.
Some additional discussion of the relative importance of
measures seems appropriate. First, the measures in the metrics
suite provide a generally good coverage of the issues that are
likely to arise with the cloud adoption decision-making.
Among them, the least important dimension turns out to be
regulatory considerations in the regulatory environment sub-
category. In mid-2014 in Singapore, the government instituted
sweeping reforms and regulations via the Personal Data Pro-
tection Act (PDPA) of 2012 (Personal Data Protection
Commission 2012), which charges organizations that handle
private personal data to be much more cautious than even
before. Such changes in regulations have occurred in many
other countries in Asia, the Americas and Europe, and so it
seems to be increasingly taken for granted that these issues will
be handled carefully by cloud services vendors, in spite of the
high concerns expressed in the past decade (Aron et al. 2005).
Second, most of the measures in the economic and valua-
tion category appear to be relatively standard considerations in
cloud adoption, as both our literature review and knowledge
from market practice indicated. When cloud computing ser-
vices initially entered the market, the emphasis was on pro-
viding affordable, cheap, and hassle-free IT resources and ser-
vices, in contrast to the traditional in-house IT solutions. The
market has embraced this idea. As a result, most adopters of
cloud computing probably are already keenly aware that busi-
ness value is a due diligence issue, and no cloud computing
projects can go forward without essential economic value. In
the seven entries for each of the four cloud computing services
types, there were only 3 out of the 28 entries in the economic
and valuation category for which relative importance was
above average.
Third, adoption decisions in the four cloud services cases
we have discussed will likely be marked by relatively com-
mon perceptions of market maturity. This may be less the case
for some new services though, for example, for cloud man-
agement, platform and data analytics-as-a-service (DAaaS). In
a mature market, cloud users will have more alternatives to
choose (which may be confusing but beneficial nevertheless),
and the value that organizations put on price and contract
flexibility will affect their adoption decisions to a somewhat
greater extent, until the market settles down and vendors stan-
dardize their pricing approaches. Less mature product and
service markets typically have fewer vendors serving them.
Clients thus have limited choices, which will tend to make
their adoption decisions in a way that relies more on the track
record of the individual vendor.
Implications for the business value of cloud
computing adoption
Cloud computing will lead to fundamental changes in how
enterprises conduct their IT-related activities. Bringing cloud
solutions into a firm makes it necessary to mitigate business
risk, and understand the potential for strategic advantage and
improved profitability (Iyer and Henderson 2012). To achieve
success, the firm need to adjust its business model, strategic
goals, risk management, and IT governance policy. But this is
hard: changes and adjustments all need to be made simulta-
neously. The metrics suite is helpful, since it offers a balanced
view of adoption readiness across technology, economic, or-
ganizational, and external factors. With this in mind, we offer
three propositions drawn from our empirical findings on the
applicability of the firm-level adoption readiness metrics suite,
recognizing its importance related to the different cloud
services.
First, we state that the business value of cloud computing
services to an adopting organization will be larger when it is
able to make adjustments to pave the way for successful im-
plementation. The metrics suite supports managerial efforts to
identifying the issues that need to be addressed to diminish the
adoption risk. They can develop from understanding the is-
sues that arise from the external environment, organizational
capabilities and readiness, as well as the technical and perfor-
mance aspects and maturity of a specific type of cloud com-
puting service in the market. Less experienced vendors, less
market maturity, less standard technical capabilities, and less
understanding of the economic and valuation outcomes are
likely to affect any cloud adoption project negatively, and
meanwhile the risks will be greater when less mature service
types are involved. We assert:
& Proposition 1 (The Business Value Versus Organiza-
tional Risk Proposition). A metrics suite for adoption
readiness will help an organization to shift its focus from
the expected level of business value through adoption to
balancing business value versus risk in the adoption pro-
cess. Recognizing the differences among the different
cloud services will further support adopters to more fully
articulate the value propositions versus the risks and un-
certainties of adoption, and make better decisions.
Even experienced senior managers indicate that they
are still learning about the impacts and consequences of
cloud computing adoption. For example, many recognize
that not all of the information they need regarding the fit
costs of the services functionality will be known at the
start (Ma and Kauffman 2014). This is likely to be a
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learning-by-doing process, so the hidden costs and fric-
tions of externally-provided IT services will be revealed
only when the organization experiences them first hand. In
addition, the impacts on existing IT staff and business
policies related to changes in how computing resources
are used within the organization will give rise to other
risks that also cannot be fully understood before the cloud
migration begins.
Although the evidence that we obtained from our em-
pirical assessment of the metrics suite did not yield much
insight into firm-level absorptive capacity, we neverthe-
less expect that there will be path dependence with respect
to learning when organizations deal with new innovations
(Cohen and Levinthal 1990). The experience acquired by
managing the cloud adoption decision-making process
through the metrics use will help organizations build cu-
mulative knowledge for handling disruptive innovations.
Since not everything can be planned in advance, especial-
ly with the newer forms of cloud computing services that
have emerged in the market recently, decision-makers
need to find ways to learn about cloud computing in the
process of its use. We suggest:
& Proposition 2 (The Organizational Learning
Proposition). A metrics suite will aid decision-makers to
view adoption as a learning process, so they can identify
possible risks, uncertainties and costs prior to adoption,
while making ongoing adjustments to support value pro-
duction. They will need to be aware of the need to cali-
brate their learning efforts to deal with the riskier types of
cloud services, such as BPaaS and IaaS, and the newer
types, such as DAaaS.
The design of an organization’s structure, process, gov-
ernance and transaction contents create value through the
exploitation of business opportunities (Amit and Zott
2001). The paradigm shift that has occurred with cloud
computing allows managerial decision-makers to refine
or redesign their transaction-making processes to achieve
business model innovation (Chesbrough 2010). To make
such improvements and innovations, organizations need
reliable and informative metrics to continuously monitor
and create baselines for improved application, systems,
process and infrastructure performance. Thus, we suggest:
& Proposition 3 (The Continuous Performance Monitor-
ing Proposition)N A metrics suite for firm-level cloud
computing adoption readiness will encourage an organi-
zation to implement continuous performance monitoring,
which will need to be tailored for the different kinds of
impacts that various cloud services create. The services
with less commoditized and less well understood impacts
will need to be monitored the most closely to ensure that
an appropriate level of ROI is obtained, and the organi-
zation’s concerns about risk and uncertainty are effective-
ly addressed.
Concluding discussion
We conclude with a set of concise statements related to the
research questions raised in the beginning of this article, the
answers that we have obtained, and the basis for support and
comments on our findings. (See Table 2.)
Practical contributions of this research
In this research, we developed a firm-level cloud computing
adoption readiness metrics suite. We assessed the applicability
of the metrics suite with four case studies that cover the four
cloud services with the largest global share. We sought to
integrate knowledge from industry and university research to
reflect the strengths of practice and theory. The adoption read-
iness metrics suite is the result of this process, based on the
definitions we developed for the categories and sub-categories
of measures. It aims to help decision-makers to assess the
value of adoption, the sources of risks and uncertainties in
the process, and the overall readiness level of the firm. Thus,
it serves as a useful measurement approach to support enter-
prise users’ decision-making process for the move to cloud
computing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
research attempt in this direction.
Typically, decision-makers in organizations involve C-
suite-level leaders – the CIOs, CEOs, senior managers
who are in charge of external relations with vendors,
and those who handle IT performance assessment. They
can use the proposed metrics suite essentially to gauge the
potential value as well as the associated risks that cloud
adoption may bring to their organizations. Our case anal-
yses in this research will provide a benchmark. An orga-
nization’s senior management needs to take a similar ap-
proach, look at both external and internal factors their
firm is facing – just like what we did for the four cases
– and compare the nature of their situations with these
successful adoption cases to assess their adoption time-
line, strategy, and readiness preparation. Also, this evalu-
ation process needs to be repeated, instead of being only a
one-shot action – managers should do it before and during
the adoption process to observe the changes, which will
enable them to adjust their organizational strategies to
support better value appropriation and risk control. Spe-
cifically, they can use the metrics suite in three ways, by:
(1) Enumerating an organization’s limits to the potential val-
ue of cloud adoption. The procedure begins with an as-
sessment of whether cloud adoption will permit the or-
ganization to create business value by gauging the cate-
gories, sub-categories and measures for which risks and
uncertainties are present.
(2) Evaluating the sources of the limits to value, both
within and outside the organization. The next
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important step for senior managers is to identify how
to remove any roadblocks to the creation of business
value. Leveraging the metrics suite and checking
technological, organizational, economic and regula-
tory factors, management should better understand
how to make the organization more ready internally,
and work toward mitigating risks from the outside
during adoption.
(3) Examining the organization’s evolution in its readiness
over time. Organizational readiness and ability to appro-
priate value from cloud computing change over time.
The metrics suite offers a straightforward way to support
continuous monitoring of how organizational cloud
adoption readiness is evolving as time passes, technolo-
gy changes, and the external environment and industry
practices shift.
As management scientists who understand organiza-
tional behavior, we have to emphasize that adoption
decision-making is much more complex. The application
of the metrics suite is generally helpful to provide a struc-
ture to guide managers to understand various issues in
adoption. Senior managers need to rely on multiple types
and sources of data, including cloud industry reports and
white papers, information on the vendors’ websites, cloud
computing adoption case studies, the organization’s own
internal reports, and government regulation-related an-
nouncements. In fact, many factors need to be considered,
and the four categories proposed in the metrics suite may
be only a subset of them.
There is always a trade-off between comprehensiveness
and usability, as we learned from the interviews and field
study work we have done, however. The senior managers
from industry, government agency analysts and policy-
makers that we interviewed offered useful ideas on how
to improve the contents of the metrics suite without grow-
ing the number of its components. Their central concern
was usability. They cautioned us to recognize the effort
required to instantiate the knowledge that our metrics
suite requires, and suggested that we could further reduce
our metrics suite to about twelve to fourteen measures.
Theoretical contributions of this research
Themain theoretical contributions involve our new arguments
in the following aspects of this research. (1) We developed the
Table 2 Research questions, findings, support and comment
Research questions Findings Support and comment
During a cloud adoption decision-making
process, what risks and uncertainties concern
senior managers the most and what are the
drivers and inhibitors of adoption in their
view?
• Four categories of risk and uncertainty-
generating issues were identified.
• These affect senior management’s perceptions
of organizational readiness or lack of readiness
for cloud computing adoption due to how they
view the likelihood for appropriating business
value.
• The four categories included in the metrics suite
are:
○ Technology, performance
○ Organization, strategy
○ Economics, valuation
○ Regulatory, environment
• Multiple sub-categories were added, with
specific measures that enable senior
management to characterize the core risk
issues.
• Sub-categories were assessed prior to the case
analysis, as well as after it, as a basis for
evaluating robustness.
• Multidisciplinary literature, press, white papers.
• Technical, managerial sides covered to create a
full picture.
• Adjusted to match our government, industry
and academic informants’ input on
recognizing how the four categories, sub-
categories and measures affect senior
managerial perceptions.
• Informants gave guidance on: categories, sub-
category appropriateness; critical vs. non-
critical measures; and reducing / adjusting the
measures.
• Pre-case assessment yielded useful information
for adjusting the sub-categories.
• Post-case analysis, input from peer reviewers
pointed out the need to emphasize
Bperceptions^ of risk and uncertainty, resulting
in minor changes to the measures and sub-
categories.
Will measures of risk and uncertainty enable an
organization’s senior management to
understand the issues related to value
appropriation for four different types of cloud
services?
• The small exploratory sample of cases and
interviews did not permit a generalizable
assessment of the differences in the assessment
of risk and uncertainty among the different
types of cloud services.
• Nevertheless, we did obtain a reading on the
differences in relative importance for measures
based on these cases.
• We learned that evaluation differences occurred
across all the four types of cloud services.
• The issue in the present work was not so much
about generalizability; instead it was more
about applicability and implementability.
Support for these aspects was developed from
the four cases.
• We expect to see different opinions presented
via the application of the metrics suite in terms
of the degrees of importance of the measures.
• The cases that we analyzed demonstrated the
range of differences that might be observed.
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metrics suite categories, sub-categories and measures as a
comprehensive representation of the theories that can be
brought to bear on the problem of cloud computing readiness.
(2) Our interpretation is that a firm’s readiness is not an en-
tirely internal organizational matter, but also something that
influences senior management’s perceptions of the risks and
uncertainties associated with cloud adoption, so that it is nec-
essary to consider external issues such as economic and regu-
latory factors. And (3) the kind of approach that we put for-
ward in this research is supported by other theoretical perspec-
tives, especially the theory of rational expectations from eco-
nomics. The latter theory is important in our context because
new technology adoption decision-making requires so much
knowledge that IT managers may not have. This view enabled
us to argue that the opinions of many probably track the
ground truth of cloud computing services-led business value
in the market-at-large, which is very helpful for organizational
decision-makers.
Finally, we need to point out that the use of the adop-
tion readiness metrics suite may not lead directly to an
eventual adoption decision. When the organization does
not exhibit readiness, adoption probably will not be rec-
ommended. The evaluation process actually will shed
light on how the organization to identify what more it
needs to do to reach adoption readiness. When an organi-
zation does show readiness, it still may be the case that
adoption should not be undertaken immediately. There
need to be financial resources available, and also a will-
ingness on the part of management to undertake the risks
that cloud computing services present. So, the proposed
metrics suite is intended to act as a self-assessment tool
for organizations, and not a ‘go / no go’ decision tool.
We recognize that there is a trade-off between the ex-
traction of appropriate knowledge from the metrics suite
use and the cost of its acquisition. There are too many
measures identified by academic literature that may have
influenced the success and readiness of cloud adoption,
while our field interviews revealed that many of them are
difficult to apply in organizations. The theory-practice
gap is wide in this area. What we did was to winnow
the list of possible measures, and identify those that were
meaningful for senior managers to form a metrics suite
that is practical for them to use. We have done our best so
that the contents of the metrics suite do not require users
to have detailed historical information about an organiza-
tion, or even detailed knowledge about specific types of
cloud computing. It’s also not really necessary for users
to respond with standard research scale-type responses.
Instead, the most important thing that should come out
of the use of the metrics suite is an appreciation of the
extent to which cloud adoption will give the organization
a sufficient understanding of future flows of business
value in the presence of reasonably well-identified risks.
Factors beyond the metrics suite
We need to note that although our metrics suite represents the
strongest factors related to the managers’ perceptions of risks
and uncertainties in the cloud adoption evaluation process,
there are other influencing factors. That is what we learned
from the field study and interviews, and it is a highly benefi-
cial aspect of the qualitative empirical research work that we
have accomplished.
During our interactions with senior managers at small
and medium-size enterprises (SME) that are cloud com-
puting adopters in Singapore, we realized that they under-
stood the benefits of cloud computing pretty well. Many
SMEs do not have established IT departments, so they
often take advantage of the economic benefits of IT
outsourcing. When they consider external factors such as
the maturity of the cloud market, the available of reliable
vendors, and the extent of competitor and alliance pres-
sures, SME senior managers move to cloud computing
because of the potential benefits it offers.
Large enterprises’ decisions to adopt cloud computing are
more complex though. They often have their own IT depart-
ments, so their managers will assess the risks and benefits of
cloud computing more carefully. They will be suspicious
about whether cloud technologies are sufficiently mature, es-
pecially in terms of their security and interoperability. Some
adopted the different types of cloud services from different
vendors, and expected high interoperability across them.
Those enterprises that were especially concerned with infor-
mation and network security often opt for in-house data cen-
tres or they chose to build their own private cloud computing
capabilities.
We also found that an organization’s age seems less
relevant to cloud adoption decision-making in compari-
son to its management’s strategic vision of the global
orientation of its brands and operations, and its innova-
tiveness in research and development. Nevertheless,
start-ups and established businesses are likely to be
equally cautious with respect to the key features of cloud
computing, such as security, availability, and scalability.
In addition, the features of the underlying industry sec-
tors may affect the way an organization assesses its
cloud adoption readiness. Firms in different sectors will
have different business requirements for IT services,
since their business processes and operations are likely
to be quite different. The vendors have catered to specif-
ic industries over the years, especially those that were
early adopters, and as a result, their service capabilities
may not be very easily fit to other industries that were
later to adopt. This may lead to a mismatch in the dif-
ferent levels of maturities or sophistication of cloud
computing services, resulting in industry-specific percep-
tions of business value.
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Appendix A. Cloud computing services types, by market share of services
Table 3 Cloud computing services types with relative market shares in 2012
Model Share Description Firms
Cloud advertising-as-a-service (CAaaS) 48.0 % CAaaS. Processes to support the selection, transaction, and delivery of
advertising and ad-related data, where content and price are determined
at the time of end-user access, by an auction mechanism that matches
bidders with impressions as they become available (Darrow 2013).
• HP
• IBM
• Oracle
• Salesforce
Business process-as-a-service (BPaaS) 28.0 % BPaasS. Business process outsourcing services that are sourced from the
cloud and constructed for multi-tenancy. Services are often automated,
and where human process actors are required, there is no dedicated labor
pool per client. The pricing models are consumption-based or subscription-
based commercial terms, and accessed via Internet-based technologies
(Gartner 2014).
• Appian
• Fujitsu
• Oracle
• Pegasystems
• Salesforce
Software-as-a-service (SaaS) 14.7 % SaaS. A software distribution model in which applications are hosted by a
vendor or service provider and made available to clients over a network,
typically the Internet. Offers hosted application management and
software-on-demand, which makes it similar to application services providers
(ASPs) in the 2000s (Callewaert et al. 2009; Rouse 2014a).
• Citrix Online
• Google Apps
• Oracle Fusion
• NetSuite
• Salesforce
Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) 5.5 % IaaS. Processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources,
where the consumer is able to deploy and run any software (OS, apps, etc.).
Consumers of IaaS are system developers and administrators, and IT managers
interested in creating, installing, managing and monitoring services for IT
infrastructure operations IaaS revenue represents the second largest share of
the cloud market (Rouse 2014b).
• Amazon
• Citrix Online
• Eucalyptus
• Oracle
• RightScale
• Salesforce
Cloud management-as-a-service
(CMaaS)
2.8 % CMaaS. Enable cloud services providers to monitor performance, continuity and
efficiency in virtualized, on-demand environments. Services give access to
tools that track networks, systems and application performance, as a way of
gauging service delivery with restricted capacity, and assuring high-
performance (DeCarlo 2014).
• HP
• IBM
• Joyent
• Oracle
• Terremark
Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) ~1 % PaaS. Provides platform layer resources, including operating system support
and software development frameworks. Enterprise users of PaaS are typically
in the development or testing areas of software engineering industry. By itself,
PaaS is a small niche market in an early stage (Rouse 2014c), but is viewed as
directly connected with IaaS.
• Amazon
• Caspio
• Google
• Heroku
• Microsoft
Data analytics-as-a-service (DAaaS) <1 % DAaaS. Provides an analytics platform using a cloud-based delivery model, where
various tools for data analytics are available and can be configured by the user
to efficiently process and analyze huge quantities of heterogeneous data. Clients
feed enterprise data into the platform, and get back concrete and useful analytic
insights. These insights are generated by analytics apps, which orchestrate data
analysis workflows (Güemes 2013).
• Amazon
• IBM
• Microsoft
• Oracle
• SAP
• SAS
(1) Gartner (2013) recently laid out a detailed view of how cloud services should be classified. Some, however, consider CAaaS, BPaaS, and DAaaS to
be instances of SaaS. This is because they primarily involve the use of software to deliver different types of services. And CMaaS is one type of PaaS. If
we apply this traditional view of the most frequently adopted classes of cloud computing services, their market shares were: SaaS (~91.7 %), IaaS
(5.5 %), and PaaS (~3.8 %)
(2) There are a number of other cloud computing services, including: application platform (APaaS), backup (BaaS), communications (CaaS), desktop or
database (DaaS), disaster recovery (DRaaS), hardware (HaaS), integrated platform (IPaas), and storage (STaaS) (Güemes 2013). These only have tiny
service shares overall, and are not included in this table
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Appendix B. Estimated economic impacts of cloud computing services
(Table 4).
Table 4 University, industry and government assessments: works published from 2009–2014
Authors Publication, method Comments
• University-based estimates
Etro (2009) Review of Business and Economics; dynamic
stochastic general equilibrium model with
endogenous market structures from macroecon.
Viewed cloud computing as general purpose technology. Assessed
effects on business value creation, employment and output in Europe;
noted the broad-based diminution in the fixed costs of IT capital for
cloud firm market entry. Estimated growth of workforces in different
European Community countries due to cloud computing innovations.
Han et al. (2011) Information Systems Research; microeconomic
production function analysis, with panel data for
60 NAICS industries (1998–2006), and 92 SIC
manufacturing industries (1987–1999)
Reported that the average annual growth rate of IT capital for two IT
service industries in the United States over the period from 1998 to
2006 was 23 %. Noted that this was two times the rate of growth for
ITcapital at 11.5 % in the rest of the American economy. And showed
that different performance levels were observed for industries with
low-intensity versus high-intensity IT capital investments.
Iansiti and Richards
(2012)
Technology Policy and Management Developed a model and forecasted that investment in cloud computing
would increase the gross domestic product (GDP) of the U.S. by
8.64 % to 10.37 % in the years from 2010 to 2020, about 0.83 to
0.99 % per year. Also estimated that this would result in increases
of IT capital stock of 63 % for developed and 72 % for developing
countries from 2010 to 2020.
• Industry and government-based estimates
Centre for Economics
and Business
Research
(2010, 2011)
Two-part study of Europe, Middle East and Africa
(EMEA). One studied Italy, France, Germany,
Spain and the UK; the other studied im-pact on
EMEA region impact
Projected €763 billion in economic benefits between 2010 and 2015 in
EMEA, with 24.1 % of the gains occurring in the banking, financial
and business services sectors, and 30.6 % flowing into the
distribution, retail and hospitality sectors. Benefits across the region
for direct and indirect employment gains expected at 2.4 million new
jobs.
European
Commission
(2014)
White paper, developed under the ‘Digital Agenda
for Europe’ and the ‘Europe 2020 Initiative’
Did not report economic impacts based on macroeconomic or
microeconomic theory and analytics methods, but called for new
metrics studies on cloud computing impacts to make this kind of
knowledge available in Europe.
Fujitsu (2014) Report: The Impact of Cloud, in association with
the Economist Intelligence Unit
Projected that the key economic impacts will result in the reshaping of
business markets and firm operations. Noted cost flexibility as the
primary driver for firm-level adoption. Predicted that cloud
computing will cause firms to shift to network organizational forms,
away from current hierarchical organizational forms.
KPMG (2011) White paper, in cooperation with: Department of
Broadband, Communication and Digital
Economy,
Australian Government, SalesForce. Microsoft,
Google, Fujitsu, Hitachi and others.
Forecasted between impacts of market adoption of public cloud
computing services in Australia on its annual GDP at the 50 % and
75 % uptake levels. Economic impacts expected to be in the range of
A$1.01 to A$1.44 billion in IT capital, and A$1.15 to A$1.87 billion
per year in operational capital, for a total of between A$2.15 to
A$3.32 billion per year additional capital investment and expense.
Manyika et al. (2013) McKinsey Global Institute US$1.7 to US$6.2 trillion annually by 2025 in economic impact from
cloud computing, with US$3 trillion in expected enterprise IT
spending, and 80 % adoption by firms in the North American region.
We caution Electronic Markets readers that the qualitative observations we have included, and the financial and employment effects impacts in this table
may be subject to debate. They should not be viewed as estimates, not ground truth. They may be biased and subject to various kinds of errors. We view
them as indicators of the future state of the world that many industry observers have recognized is likely. The Carnegie Mellon University economist
JohnMuth, who is widely recognized as the Bfather^ of rational expectations economics, offered a useful interpretation of forecasting in a seminal article
published in Econometrica. Muth (1961, p. 316) averred: BAverages of expectations in an industry are more accurate than naive models and as accurate
as elaborate equation systems, although there are considerable cross-sectional differences of opinion.^ He further noted that Breported expectations
generally underestimate the extent of changes that actually take place.^ If we consider Muth’s views, then the ground truth of future impacts from the
cloud may not be far away from what industry, government and academic researchers have reported. We thank an anonymous reviewer for offering
helpful suggestions
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